Martin Fenner said:
Another important motivation for improving science metrics is to reduce the burden on researchers and administrators in evaluating research. The proportion of time spent doing research versus time spent applying for funding, submitting manuscripts, filling out evaluation forms, undertaking peer review and the rest has become ridiculous for many active scientists.
Science metrics are not only important for evaluating scientific output, they are also great discovery tools, which may turn out to be more useful. Traditional ways of discovering science (such as keyword searches in bibliographic databases) are increasingly superseded by non-traditional approaches that rely on social networking tools for awareness, evaluations and popularity measurements of research findings. In addition, the feedback mechanisms that arise when scientists change their publishing and citing behaviour in order to maximize their metric outcome will be a major challenge in developing realistic models. For predictions from past to future successes, these challenges will intensify.
Being aware of these shortcomings of scientific metrics is crucial for any endeavour that aims to improve them.
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The differences can be profound. In one case in California (The People v John Puckett), now on appeal, the Bayesian value of 1 in 1 million was allowed, whereas entry of the frequentist value of 1 in 3 was not permitted. 
